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The Journey of Desire
2016-09-13

in his groundbreaking book the journey of desire john eldredge invites readers to rediscover their god given desire abandon
resignation search again for the life they once dreamed of sometimes it seems we just can t get what we want
circumstances thwart our best laid plans we struggle to live a heartfelt life worst of all says eldredge the modern church
mistakenly teaches its people to kill desire calling it sin and replace it with duty or obligation calling it sanctification as a
result at best christians tend to live safe boring lives of resignation at worst their desire eventually breaks out in destructive
ways such as substance abuse affairs and pornography addictions

Eldredge 3 in 1 - Sacred Romance , Waking the Dead, Desire
2008-04-15

this 3 in 1 special edition contains the sacred romance waking the dead and desire authored by john eldredge john eldredge
is the director of ransomed hearttm ministries in colorado springs colorado a fellowship devoted to helping people discover
the heart of god john is the author of numerous books including walking with god fathered by god waking the dead desire
and love war with his wife stasi john and stasi live in colorado with their three sons he is an avid outdoorsman who loves
being in the wild

Wild at Heart Expanded Edition
2021-03-02

god designed men to seek out adventure but somewhere between childhood and the struggles of yesterday most men lose
sight of those dreams fear not bestselling author and counselor john eldredge is here to teach men that there s a better way
to live in this updated and expanded edition of the timeless bestseller wild at heart eldredge unpacks man s search for
validation the need for the development of courage in his soul and the call to live a life of adventure using discoveries from
his own life and backing them with scripture eldredge reminds men that although their childhood passions dreams and
desires may start getting buried under deadlines pressures and disappointments it doesn t have to be this way in fact god
made men to embrace a life of courage adventure and freedom he created men to take risks and find true purpose and
belonging wild at heart invites men to experience wholeheartedness by recovering their true masculine heart healing the
wounds and trauma in their stories delighting in the wildness they were created to offer the world discovering the life giving
power of nature helping them to discover the truth about what makes them come alive join eldredge as he calls men to
discover the true secret of the masculine soul and finally start living the life god intended for every man

Captivating
2010-05-04

every woman was once a little girl and every lilttle girl holds in her heart her most precious dreams the message of
captivating is that your heart matters more than anything else in creation the desires you had as a little girl and the longings
you still feel as a woman are telling you of the life god created you to live he offers to come now as the hero of your story to
rescue your heart and release you to live a fully alive and feminine woman

Wild at Heart
2011-04-17

in all your boyhood dreams of growing up did you dream of being a nice guy eldredge believes that every man longs for a
battle to fight an adventure to live and a beauty to rescue that is how he bears the image of god that is what god made him
to be

The Ransomed Heart
2005-10-02

for millions of people reading the writings of john eldredge has been a deep and profound experience generating a hunger to
integrate his ideas and insights into their daily lives meeting that need in an innovative way the ransomed heart features
365 daily readings gleaned from john s best known works including wild at heart captivating waking the dead the journey of
desire the sacred romance and epic more than a daily devotional this volume is a portable library that will prompt readers to



soulful reflection and deeper intimacy with god

You Have What It Takes
2009-08-09

you have what it takes dad every boy wants to be a hero he wants to be powerful dangerous he wants to know do i have
what it takes every girl wants to believe that she is captivating worth fighting for she wants to know am i lovely only you dad
can help your children find the answer to those questions that makes you the most powerful man in your child s life and as
you will learn in this inspiring book you have what it takes

Captivating Revised and Updated
2011-04-17

what wild at heart does for men captivating does for women setting their hearts free this groundbreaking book helps readers
by providing a look into the glorious design of women describing how the feminine heart can be restored casting a vision for
the power freedom and beauty of a woman released to be all she was meant to be healing the trauma of the past the
message of captivating is this your heart matters more than anything else in all creation the desires you had as a little girl
and the longings you still feel as a woman are telling you of the life god created you to live he offers to come now as the
hero of your story to rescue your heart and release you to live as a fully alive and feminine woman a woman who is truly
captivating

All Things New
2017-09-26

new york times bestselling author john eldredge offers readers a breathtaking look into god s promise for a new heaven and
a new earth this revolutionary book about our future is based on the simple idea that according to the bible heaven is not
our eternal home the new earth is as jesus says in the gospel of matthew the next chapter of our story begins with the
renewal of all things by which he means the earth we love in all its beauty our own selves and the things that make for a rich
life music art food laughter and all that we hold dear everything shall be renewed when the world is made new more than
anything else how you envision your future shapes your current experience if you knew that god was going to restore your
life and everything you love any day if you believed a great and glorious goodness was coming to you not in a vague heaven
but right here on this earth you would have a hope to see you through anything an anchor for your soul an unbreakable
spiritual lifeline reaching past all appearances right to the very presence of god hebrews 6 19 most christians most people
for that matter fail to look forward to their future because their view of heaven is vague religious and frankly boring hope
begins when we understand that for the believer nothing is lost heaven is not a life in the clouds it is not endless harp
strumming or worship singing rather the life we long for the paradise adam and eve knew is precisely the life that is coming
to us and that life is coming soon

Waking the Dead
2006-11-12

wild at heart helped men get their hearts back waking the dead will help us all find the life christ promised jesus said i have
come that they may have life and have it to the full that s the offer of christianity from god himself just look at what happens
when people are touched by jesus the blind see the lame walk the deaf hear the dead are raised to life in other words to be
touched by god is to be restored to become all god meant you to be that is what christianity is supposed to do for you make
you whole set you free bring you fully alive but jesus also warned that the path to that life is narrow and few people would
find it you ll notice few have waking the dead will help you find that life see the fierce battle over your heart and embrace all
that god has for you there is so much more do you want it praise for waking the dead john s words have empowered and
encouraged me i am so grateful that my heart is awake and alive and i even as a tender deeply feminine woman am fierce
and capable of great things of being a vital part of the advancement of the kingdom and that alone is what my heart is after
jenny from columbia sc i have been half alive for too long now i m awake and alive again clarity is what i needed i feel like i
just got drenched with cool water on a very hot day chris from colorado springs co it s one thing to want a deeper connection
with god it s a whole different level to realize that my heart is the treasure of god this is a book of incredible wealth tim from
san luis obispo ca

Eldredge 2 in 1: Waking the Dead & Desire
2008-04-16



in this updated edition of the bestselling classic author john eldredge reminds men they need adventure in their lives in their
work in their love and their spiritual lives he reveals how god designed men to be dangerous simply look at the dreams and
desires written in the heart of every boy to be a hero to be a warrior and to live a life of adventure and risk sadly most men
today have abandoned these dreams and desires aided by a christianity that feels like nothing more than pressure to be a
nice guy it is no wonder that many men avoid church and those who go are often passive and bored to death in this
provocative six session video study dvd digital video downloads sold separately john eldredge explains how god wants to
heal these deep wounds from earlier years that take away a man s confidence and in some cases his masculinity he shows
that deep within the heart of every man is a longing for a battle to fight an adventure to live and a beauty to rescue because
that is how god created him it is time for the church to reclaim these wounded warriors it is time to give men permission to
be what god designed them to be dangerous passionate alive and free sessions include the heart of a man the wound a
battle to fight an adventure to live a beauty to rescue a band of brothers designed for use with the wild at heart updated
video study available on dvd or streaming video sold separately

Wild at Heart Study Guide, Updated Edition
2021-03-02

jesus is the most vague misrepresented figure in the history of the world is it possible to know and trust someone so
ethereal and lofty what is he really like beautiful outlaw offers a look into the humanity of jesus dismantling all the religious
nonsense and helping us understand who this man really was on a personal level focusing on his compelling personality
bestselling author john eldredge shows us the real jesus playful wild and often scandalous

Beautiful Outlaw
2011-10-13

eldredge uses stories from movies and literature to illuminate the epic story of god

Epic
2007-03

the human soul has a built in yearning for joy and beauty and all good things but that craving for life has taken a real
beating in the last few years join new york times bestselling author john eldredge as he gives you the tools you need to
follow jesus path of supernatural resilience so you can reclaim your joy strengthen your heart and thrive through the storm
between false promises of ease and comfort on one side and the sheer trauma of global disease and disasters on the other
people today are facing a shortage of peace happiness and strength in resilient eldredge reveals a path toward genuine
recovery and resilience through jesus himself drawing on wisdom from scripture and christian tradition and illustrated
throughout with powerful true stories of grit and survival resilient will help you recover from the trauma of the covid 19
pandemic tap into the river of life that god promises his people learn to be patient with yourself genuine recovery from
spiritual and emotional trauma takes time and intentionality create a plan to foster resilience in your day to day life discover
deep wells of freedom and strength through christ who lives within us thriving requires a resilient soul this book will help you
find the resilience you long for when the world has gone mad and discover in jesus himself the strength that prevails

John Eldredge 3 in 1
2008-04

this is a series of stories of what it looks like to walk with god over the course of about a year so begins a remarkable
narrative of one man s journey learning to hear the voice of god the details are intimate and personal the invitation is for us
all what if we could hear from god often what difference would it make we have a lot to sort through on any given day a
whole lot to navigate over the course of a week or a month am i in the right place the right relationships how am i going to
come up with enough money to do the things i want to do and what about love is this the one will it last what is causing all
those fears i keep pushing down inside why can t i overcome those habits that look more and more like addictions am i at
the right church should i even go to church what is god doing in my life all day long we are making choices it adds up to an
enormous amount of decisions in a lifetime how do we know what to do we have two options we can trudge through on our
own doing our best to figure it all out or we can walk with god as in learn to hear his voice really we can live life with god he
offers to speak to us and guide us every day it is an incredible offer to accept that offer is to enter into an adventure filled
with joy and risk transformation and breakthrough and more clarity than we ever thought possible



Resilient
2022-06-07

in his book wild at heart author john eldredge thrust a generation of men young and old toward a journey to recover true
masculinity the soul of a man as god designed him if you ve already begun the journey you know how thrilling and hard it
can be so you may have longed for a tool to maximize the impact a guide to show the way packed with new information and
insights the wild at heart field manual guides you along the road less traveled filled with probing questions creative
exercises and space to record personal field notes this companion volume is designed to transition you from reading about
the wild heart to living from it for too long the call of christianity to men has evoked no higher goal ultimately than becoming
a nice guy no wonder many men are bored to tears with church the hero instinct has been trained out of them but eldredge
invites men to come alive again to find their great battle adventure and beauty if you dare keep reading your life will never
be the same

Walking with God
2010-09-19

in this life changing message from eldredge readers discover a paradigm shifting path to manhood the author unveils the six
stages many men miss stages they must complete in order to become the men god designed them to be

Wild at Heart Field Manual
2002-03-31

we all need to believe in radical hope that our lives can be fuller our relationships can be stronger and our futures are bright
this 365 day devotional by new york times bestselling author john eldredge will guide you through a year of healing
restoration and renewal each day eldredge shares a timeless bible verse a thoughtful devotion and a closing prayer to
encourage and uplift you as you go about your day with optimism and peace inspired by eldredge s bestsellers wild at heart
captivating fathered by god and more restoration year will equip you to pursue lasting transformation in your relationships in
your spirit and in your faith as you read your way through restoration year you ll find your hope ignited as you learn how to
refuel and sustain your friendships deepen your empathy and connection to your community reignite a passion for your
creator renew your joy understand the future that god has planned for you let this year be your restoration year

Fathered by God Small Group Video Series
2009-11-03

presents three classics by author john eldredge that challenges and encourages readers to rediscover the lives god intended
for them to have

Restoration Year
2018-12-04

what a relief it would be to be set free from all that plagues us the inner struggle with anger or contempt the habitual sins is
such an experience possible john eldredge believes it is and in the utter relief of holiness he shows readers how they can be
that free through the healing work of christ in their lives it begins when we discover what the salvation of jesus christ means
for our own restoration and find that holiness is an expression of the healing of our humanity here is a book that explores the
beauty of the genuine goodness available to us in jesus christ and guides the reader through the process whereby god
makes us whole and holy by his love readers will be relieved utterly

The Sacred Romance
2001

get the summary of john eldredge s wild at heart in 20 minutes please note this is a summary not the original book wild at
heart by john eldredge is a contemplative exploration of the masculine soul set against the backdrop of the colorado
wilderness eldredge argues that men have an intrinsic longing for adventure shaped by a biblical narrative that sees man as
crafted from the earth and placed in a wild garden he critiques modern society and the church for taming men leading to a
loss of authentic masculine identity



The Utter Relief of Holiness
2013-01-08

sometime between the dreams of your youth and yesterday s to do list something precious has been lost your priceless
femininity god has set within you a femininity that is powerful tender and fierce no doubt it has been misunderstood but it is
there and it is worth recovering in this updated and expanded edition of their runaway bestseller john and stasi eldredge
vulnerably share their story and show you how to set your heart free and embrace life as a woman who is truly captivating
the mystery of the feminine heart was meant to be a good thing a source of joy but all too often it becomes a source of
shame we almost universally feel that we are too much or not enough this book combines timeless scripture with honest
heartfelt stories from women who have been there too giving you the encouragement you need to discover the glorious
design of women that god originally intended understand how jesus restores the feminine heart heal the trauma in your
story embrace the inherent power freedom and beauty that you already possess as we grow older and our dreams are
slowly pushed aside we re told that we have to settle for a life of efficiency and performance striving to be the women we re
told that we ought to be and still feeling like we re failing but it doesn t have to be this way let captivating help you discover
the woman you were meant to be

Summary of John Eldredge's Wild at Heart
2024-01-24

designed for use with the love war eight session dvd group video study will help participants take their marriage to new
levels through deeper intimacy by stepping into the great adventure god has waiting for couples relationships

Captivating Expanded Edition
2021-03-02

in wild at heart bestselling author john eldredge thrust a generation of men young and old toward a journey to recover true
masculinity the soul of a man as god designed him he reminded men they needed adventure in their lives in their work in
their love and their spiritual lives and showed how god designed them to be dangerous sadly most men today have
abandoned these dreams and desires aided by a christianity that feels like nothing more than pressure to be a nice guy it is
no wonder that many men avoid church and those who go are often passive and bored to death the wild at heart field
manual which corresponds chapter by chapter with the book helps men understand how god wants to heal these deep
wounds from earlier years that take away their confidence and in some case their masculinity men will discover that deep
within their heart is a longing for a battle to fight an adventure to live and a beauty to rescue because that is how god
created them it is time for the church to reclaim these wounded warriors it is time to give men permission to be what god
designed them to be dangerous passionate alive and free packed with new information and insights the wild at heart field
manual guides men along the road less traveled filled with probing questions creative exercises and space to record
personal field notes this companion volume is designed to transition men from reading about the wild heart to living from it

Love and War
2010-03-15

are you looking to reignite the spark in your relationship hoping to deepen your relationship with your spouse and with god
join beloved bestselling authors john and stasi eldredge as they guide you through wild about you 60 days of uplifting
devotions that will lead you to a life of passion freedom and adventure all while strengthening your hearts for each other
wild about you gracefully blends timely scripture readings devotions inspired by captivating and wild at heart and heartfelt
prayers designed to draw couples closer together and help them discover who god created them to be no matter what
season of life and love you and your spouse are currently walking through wild about you has something for every couple
with a deep understanding of the hearts of men and women john and stasi are here to support you with their practical and
loving advice throughout the 60 days of thoughtful encouraging devotions in wild about you men will recover their masculine
heart by better understanding what makes them come alive see themselves in the image of an intentional god delight in
their deeply spiritual longing the strength and wildness that all men were created to experience women will discover that
their heart matters more than anything in all of creation catch a glimpse of the beautiful life god has in store for them
understand that there is hope and that they can be restored and healed of any pain in their past couples will get to know
one another better than ever before strengthen their faith together one step at a time rediscover their love and passion for
each other learn firsthand why wild about you is the go to devotional resource for couples who want to get and stay wild
about each other let your journey to hope and healing begin today



Wild at Heart Field Guide, Revised Edition
2021-03-02

this journal is for those who are hungry for more the captivating guided journal is designed to complement your reading of
captivating there is one chapter in the journal for every one of the twelve chapters in the book using this journal means you
re hungry for more more of jesus more healing more restoration and more transformation into the woman you were created
to be you even get more in the journal itself the windows to the heart and lifting the veil sections feature special features
and excerpts from other books and movies that you won t find in the companion book by the way this is not your normal
workbook there are no wrong answers no fill in the blanks you don t have to struggle or worry about getting it right who
wants another workbook anyway we have enough work to do already besides calling this a workbook would imply that the
messages in the book captivating are to be mastered and mastered in a measurable way not at all the messages in the book
are to be pondered considered some embraced some practiced some set aside for a later time in this journal you will
experience excerpts from the companion book captivating guided prayers windows to your heart insights from movies books
and music lifting the veil an activity or exercise to try journaling prompts correlating to each section of the chapter in the
book this journal is for your heart engaging with it says that you are willing to take a journey of discovery with him you have
said yes to god you are continuing to say yes may he meet you in the deep places of your heart and bring you hope courage
healing and the delights of intimacy that only god can bring designed for use with captivating unveiling the mystery of a
woman s soul 9781400225286 sold separately

Wild About You
2022-10-25

follow one man s journey of learning to hear the voice of god by putting words to the things god has shown him through
some amazing experiences john eldredge helps readers shed light on the miraculous truths that god is showing them right
now our deepest need is to live in conversation with god to hear his voice to follow him intimately this is the single most life
changing habit that a human being can adopt because it brings us back to the source of life yet most christians have never
been taught how to have a conversation with the creator in this revised and updated edition of his classic walking with god
john eldredge opens his personal journals to tell a year s worth of stories about walking and talking with the lord some of
john s stories will help readers recall lessons they didn t know had been forgotten open up new horizons and help them tell
and interpret their own story the story of their intimate walk with god

Captivating Guided Journal, Revised Edition
2021-03-02

a map for the masculine journey becoming the man god designed you to be the man you long to be and even dream of
being does not happen overnight you know that the path to manhood is a journey of discovery and experience trial and
adventure in the way of the wild heart manual john eldredge and craig mcconnell come alongside those men who long to
have a guide to lead them through this rite of passage this masculine initiation filled with personal stories illustrations from
popular movies and books and probing questions this manual will set you on a heart searching expedition to authentic
masculinity through reflection meditation and experience this vital companion to the way of the wild heart is designed to
help you know god as father in a way you ve never known him before guiding you through the six stages that all men must
go through the beloved son the cowboy ranger the warrior the lover the king and the sage its discerning questions key
points and exercises will help you discover the life that god intended for you as a man ultimately this is a walk with god let
your father show you the way

Walking with God
2016-09-13

waking the dead newly revised and updated for these trying times reveals the secret of finding a full life identifying the
fierce battle over our hearts and embracing all that god has in store jesus said i have come that they may have life and have
it to the full that s the offer of christianity from god himself jesus touched people and they changed the blind had sight the
lame walked the deaf heard the dead were raised to be touched by god in other words is to be restored to be made into all
god means us to be that is what christianity promises to do make us whole set us free bring us fully alive

The Way of the Wild Heart Manual
2006-11-12



includes two books authored by john eldredge sacred romance and desire

Waking the Dead
2016-09-13

a refreshingly simple guide to recover your life in get your life back new york times bestselling author john eldredge provides
a practical simple and refreshing guide to taking your life back by practicing a few wonder fully simple practices or what john
calls graces you can begin to recover your soul disentangle from the tragedies of this broken world and discover the
restorative power of beauty ask yourself are you happy most of the time do you feel deeply loved are you excited about your
future how often do you feel lighthearted after reading this book you will learn how to insert the one minute pause into your
day begin practicing benevolent detachment and truly let it all go offer kindness toward yourself in the choices you make
drink in the simple beauty available to you every day take realistic steps to unplug from technology overload these simple
practices and others are ready for the taking you don t need to abandon your life to get it back begin restoring your life here
and now your soul will thank you for it

Desire & Sacred Romance 2-in-1
2009-11-03

we live in soul scorching times the 24 7 onslaught of contemporary life with its never ending feed of global tragedies
demands for our attention and pressures of work family and friends has left us feeling ragged wrung out and emptied but if
we have no margin in our lives how do we find room to change anything in this life changing video bible study dvd digital
downloads sold separately john eldredge distills a lifetime of wisdom into five practical and ready to implement practices for
putting your life back together these practices include 1 the one minute pause 2 benevolent detachment 3 practicing
kindness 4 getting outside and 5 stepping back from technology these practices ready for the taking will enable you to begin
recovery focus on what matters most disengage from the tragedies of this broken world and discover the restorative power
of beauty you don t need to abandon your life to get it back you can restore it here and now and you will never be the same
designed for use with get your life back video study sold separately

Get Your Life Back
2020-02-11

john eldredge and brent curtis wrote the sacred romance in 1997 and the book immediately began to change hearts and
lives during the past three years this powerful little book has passed from hand to hand person to person as it made its way
across the country and finally onto the best seller lists in 2000 brent curtis was killed in a climbing accident in 1998 but john
eldredge continued the ministry they had begun and wrote the journey of desire which invited readers to acknowledge the
significance of desire to abandon resignation and to embark on an adventure he calls our heart s more important journey in
2001 eldredge released wild at heart designed to help men rediscover their masculine heart and to help both christian men
and women better understand god s true definition of christian manhood even if that means being dangerous each of these
books breathes fresh life into our hearts they challenge and engage us encourage and refresh us as we rediscover the lives
god intended and the passion and freedom that come only from him whether this special set is for yourself to replace the
dog eared and penciled in copies you already own or is a gift to share john s powerful message with someone you love these
three classics from john eldredge will continue to give long after they are received

Get Your Life Back Study Guide
2020-02-11

there is a path leading to authentic manhood cut by men who have gone before us sons following in the footsteps of their
fathers generation after generation there are perils along the trail even disasters all the more reason to rely on the guidance
of a father who has gone before but in an age when true fathers are in short supply how do you find the path to manhood
how do you steer clear of the dangers john eldredge calls men back to a simple and reassuring truth god is our father in life
s trials and triumphs god is initiating boys and men through the stages of manhood from beloved son to cowboy to warrior to
lover to king to sage fathered by god maps out the path of manhood not more rules not another list of principles not
formulas but a sure path men have followed for centuries before us find that path and become the man god sees in you

Three Classics from John Eldredge
2001-10



in this six session bible study bestselling author john eldredge invites men to discover how god can heal their wounded
hearts recover their masculine heart and put a spirit of adventure back in their lives

Fathered by God
2009-04-20

experience the story that god is telling in epic a retelling of the gospel in four acts john eldredge invites us to revisit the
drama of life viewing god not only as the author but also as the lead actor exploring his motives and his heart in epic study
guide eldredge examines the power of story the universal longing for a plot that makes sense deep inside us our desire for a
meaningful role to play our love of books and movies and how all of this points us to the gospel itself

Wild at Heart Study Guide
2021-03-02

jesus said i have come that they may have life and have it to the full that s the offer of christianity from god himself jesus
touched people and they changed the blind had sight the lame walked the deaf heard the dead were raised to be touched by
god in other words is to be restored to be made all god means us to be that is what christianity promises to do make us
whole set us free and bring us fully alive in this revised and updated study guide bestselling author john eldredge takes you
deeper into the secret of finding that life identifying the battle over your heart and embracing all god has in store for you
packed with questions stories and discussion topics this study guide features the big ideas the eye opening central truths of
each chapter mythic parables classic stories from scripture as well as fairy tales old and new heart monitors barometers for
evaluating your feelings struggles and passions leader s guide a new leader s guide to help you guide groups through the
material no matter what you ve known so far an abundant and glorious new life is waiting for you if you open the eyes of
your heart and see

Epic Study Guide
2007-03

embark on the life changing adventure that is wild at heart existing fans and those new to john eldredge s wild at heart
lessons will benefit from his new a band of brothers small group dvd series this participant s guide follows the eight 30
minute episodes providing additional information and discussion questions designed to help small groups grow spiritually
and bond with one another together you will discover how god can heal your hearts and learn how to become the men god
wants you to be formatted for easy group study eldredge s inspiring wild at heart a band of brothers small group dvd series
has been the catalyst groups use to help them discover how god defines authentic masculinity

The Waking the Dead Study Guide Expanded Edition
2017-03-21

Wild at Heart: A Band of Brothers Small Group Participant's Guide
2009-11-02
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